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I’m very pleased to join Anne this morning to welcome colleagues from the University 
and our partners from Hackney, Enfield, Barnet and Haringey Councils and from 
Norwood. Thank you for coming, and a special thank you to our impressive group of 
speakers. 

Most of my academic life I’ve been quite close to social work in higher education, 
starting my academic career – a long time ago – as a Lecturer in Social Policy in the 
Department of Social Policy and Social Work at the University of Ulster. While I’ve 
largely been a spectator rather than a participant in terms of practice, I’ve been close 
enough to have an immense respect for the profession and the complex and 
challenging tasks you face in practice. 

I did, though, get fairly close to practice during a spell in local government in the 
1990s when I was seconded to Newcastle City Council’s project team to implement 
the community care reforms of that era. I had the rather thankless task of designing 
the forms that would enable data input from community care assessments. I recall 
one social worker taking me out on an assessment to show me how capturing what 
essentially needed to be a qualitative conversation, often one of a number of 
conversations with a user, on a form on a clipboard just got in the way of good social 
work. My suggestion that using a laptop instead didn’t go down too well either! 

Nevertheless, social work continues to be under intense scrutiny regarding its 
outcomes, unfortunately more often when things go wrong than the many times 
things go right. And data is important if services are to be planned from what actually 
happens in the field, and if we’re going to learn from frontline practice.But frontline 
practice, we know, needs great leadership and management. That needs excellent 
professional development, designed well and based on what works. 

As a University, we’ve a terrific track-record providing CPD in leadership and 
management, designing tailored solution for a wide range of organisations – the 
NHS, local authorities and many big corporates. I hope that’s a particular strength we 
can bring to the partnership.  

As a spectator rather than participant I’ve also seen how governments keep moving 
the deckchairs around on funding, regulation, new initiatives of all sorts, and even 
whether it wants social workers at all, certainly graduate social workers. 

Yet the real issue is - I’m certain - having a social work profession that’s properly 
trained, funded and valued, and given the autonomy and accountability that come 
with that professionalism. 

I’m tremendously proud of what Social Work has achieved at Middlesex, ranked in 
the Complete University Guide as top in London and in the top 10 nationally, and 
one of our strongest research areas. I know that’s a team effort, but I’d like to pay 
tribute to Professor Carmel Clancy for her leadership of such a great department. 
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However, like everything we do, we couldn’t be successful without our partners, and 
it’s how we work together which is our greatest strength. 

This partnership is especially important and interesting for me because of the close 
exchange it’s enabling between practice and education, whether that’s 

‐ sharing the latest research 
‐ exchanging best practice 
‐ ensuring our students are engaged with practice and practitioners in ways that 

enable them to learn most effectively and practice successfully 
‐ research opportunities for practitioners 
‐ Leadership and management education as I’ve already highlighted 
‐ and above all great graduates who stay and progress in the profession and 

their specialisms.  

Practice-based teaching is right at the heart of our new University strategy, and that 
includes teaching that is not only right at the forefront of professional practice but is 
also right at the forefront of what we know about what works. 

That evidence-based approach is not about handing down knowledge from the 
rarefied world of randomised controlled trials and other attempts to somehow turn 
the field of practice into a science laboratory, where we attempt to isolate the effects 
of some ingredient while keeping the effects of everything else constant. 

You know as much as I do that nothing is ever constant. ‘What works’ depends on 
the context and for whom ‘what works’ is supposed to be working. Outcomes are 
never ‘it worked or it didn’t work’, but patterned and complex.And for that reason 
practitioners, educators, researchers and users need to work together, blurring 
distinctions between these roles, and co-creating solutions. 

I hope you’ll do some of that today, but certainly the partnership is a marvellous way 
to do it in so many different ways, and I value it hugely. 

Thank you. Enjoy the rest of the morning. 

 

 


